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FROM THE HEADMASTER’S DESK

We’ve made it to the end of term! I want to use my ‘From the Headmaster’s Desk’ this week to express
my heartfelt thanks to everyone in the Saint Nicholas community for making this term the success it has
been. I don’t think there has ever been a time in education where we have seen a greater degree of
collaboration between parents at home and teachers at school, all working hard to ensure that the pupils
do the best that they can do. The remote learning earlier in the term, not to mention both Year 10 and
Year 11 doing examinations remotely, was testament to precisely that sense of working together, but it
has genuinely been fantastic to have everyone back over the last three weeks.
We have continued to keep the site as safe as we can and the Lateral Flow Testing has certainly added to
the safeguards that we have in place and I thank you all for supporting the pupils in taking their tests. If
you have children in Years 6 – 11, you will have received a separate letter earlier this week as the
Government have asked that the testing continue throughout the Easter break. We will, of course, keep
you updated of any changes to the Government guidance in advance of our return to school on Monday
19th April.
In the meantime, I hope that you all have a restful and well-deserved Easter break and, as we reflect on
the Easter message that brings its hope of new life and new beginnings, we too can hope for a greater
degree of normality as we move towards the summer.
I wish you all a very Happy Easter and I will conclude with the words of the Irish blessing that I use at the
end of each term: ‘May God hold you safely in the palm of his hands, until we meet again.’
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ACADEMIC AWARDS
The nominations for this week’s Academic Awards are: Nisha in Year 9 (Latin), Charlotte in Year 7
(Spanish) and Amelia in Year 10 (French).
Congratulations to all the nominees.
Jack Day, Academic Prefect

SCHOOL COUNCIL
We are the Lower School Council and we have decided to focus on the theme of 'kindness’ over the
next half term, to help make our school an even better place.
When we return from the holidays, a kindness channel will be created on each classes Teams page,
where children in Key Stage 2 or parents in Key Stage 1 can upload photos or videos of acts of kindness
pupils have made towards others. Parents of children in Reception should upload their photos to
Tapestry. These deeds should include activities outside of school only and photos should be of
themselves/an object only (no siblings/other children please). As an example, they may want to take a
photo of a cup of tea they have made for a parent or a book they have read to a sibling.
One house point will be given for each kind deed uploaded to the channel. Every Friday, the school
councillors for each class will look through their class page and decide on a ‘kindness champion’ for that
week, based on the good deeds that have been done. The kindness champion will have their name
mentioned in the newsletter, will receive a kindness certificate and will also be awarded five house
points.

We look forward to seeing all of your kind deeds!
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CONGRATULATIONS MRS HOWE
Congratulations to Mrs Howe on the safe arrival of her
beautiful baby, Beatrice, who was born at 7.44 am on
19th March, weighing 7lbs 13oz. Both mother and baby
are doing well and we wish them all the best.

DINO DAY
Year 1 pupils enjoyed a fantastic ‘Dino Day’ on Monday. The day started with the children guessing
what was in the dinosaur egg, followed by a dinosaur edition of Guess Who and dinosaur Top Trumps.
They also had a treasure hunt to find the missing egg, made dinosaur fossils and practised walking
around the playground as different dinosaurs, before ending the day with some dinosaur stories and a
dinosaur dance. A lot of dino fun was definitely had by all!
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YEAR 6 /7 CLUBS
Pupils in Year 6 and 7 are loving being able to get active with a range of activities in their after school
club. This week, the Year 6 girls chose to compete in some competitive basketball whilst the Year 7
girls built an obstacle course.

CHEF TEAM SUCCESS
Huge congratulations to Chef Craig and his team for winning Harrisons’ award for the most innovative
monthly theme day or food event in the Independent Schools and B&I sectors. So well deserved!
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YEAR 5 MUSIC
On Wednesday afternoon, Year 5 pupils enjoyed taking spring photographs in the school grounds as
part of their music lesson. They added their photographs to iMovie and then added titles and a
soundtrack. Here are some of their photographs.

RED NOSE DAY WINNERS
Last Friday, Lower School children took part in their inter-house Red Nose Day design competition.
Due to the high standard of entries, the senior House Captains found it incredibly tough to select the
winners, however, we are pleased to announce the following winners who will each receive 10 House
Points:
Key Stage 1
Saint Francis: Hetty-Boo (Form 2D)
Saint Albans: Edie (Form 1SP)
Saint Christopher: Tilly (Form 2D)
Saint George: Tallulah (Form 2D)
Key Stage 2
Saint Francis: Tia (Form 4P)
Saint Albans: Jack (Form 5P)
Saint Christopher: Amelia (Form 3LC)
Saint George: Sammy (Form 5P)
Congratulations to our winners and thank you to everyone who
took part.
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ECO CLUB
This year the Year 4 children will
be running eco club. The eco team
have been chosen and they are
looking forward to moving the
school forward in becoming more
environmentally friendly. They
have a mammoth task to improve
the eco garden and allotments and
will need to create new bug hotels
as well as improve the pond area
and outdoor classroom. They have
already been sorting the eco
garden shed's tools and
equipment, and started tidying up
the allotments.

There’s still lots of work to get done ready for
planting seeds in the next few weeks but they’ve got
off to a great start. Well done eco club!
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‘GROWING’ IN RECEPTION
This term, Reception pupils have been learning
about the things plants need to grow, and this
week they planted their own cress seeds. The
children decorated a yoghurt pot and then filled it
with soil before adding some cress seeds and giving
it a little bit of water. They are looking forward to
seeing how long the cress takes to grow.

YEAR 4 SCIENCE
This week in Year 4, pupils have been looking at the life cycle of birds. They then conducted a science
experiment to study inside a chicken egg to try and identify all the parts.
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CURRENT HOUSE TOTALS
The current House totals for this year are as follows:
Fourth place - Saint Francis with 6541
Third place - Saint Albans with 6627
Second place - Saint Christopher with 7066
First place - Saint George with 8106

FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD
This week, Year 8 pupils have been making spaghetti carbonara, Year 7 have made chicken dippers and
Year 6 have made scones. Meanwhile in Year 9 and 10, pupils have made lemon meringue pie and
lasagna, both of which are three part, high level skills recipes. Great work everyone.
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YEAR 4 MATHS
There has been some fantastic work in Mrs Peckham’s maths group this week. Pupils are learning
about translation of shapes on a 2D grid. Jack could even workout the new coordinates to make a
parallelogram.

FOOD PREPARATION AND NUTRITION
Food preparation and nutrition pupils have been completing baseline assessments this week. Year 6
have been making fruit fusion and Year 7 have been focusing on pasta with some very colourful
results.
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DON’T FRET LIVE
A group of Year 9 pupils are planning an end of year concert to raise money for Grove Cottage and are
looking for budding performers to audition to take part. Please see the poster below created by Olivia
and Isabelle in Year 9 for more details on how to enter. Good luck!
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LITTLE NIC’S NEWS
Pupils in Year 5 have set up the first newspaper club at Saint
Nicholas School. During their first meeting, the name of the
club was decided and ‘Little Nic’s News’ was born. The aim of
the club is to write and reflect on relevant issues and report
on them, taking turns to write and edit each section. We
hope you enjoy the first edition below.

Watch out teachers, we are back!
On Monday 8th March, we returned to school. As we walked into the classroom we felt a wave of
excitement. It felt really nice to be back in the classrooms with all of our friends. It also felt absolutely
amazing to be getting some normality back into our lives, almost like we had never been away! I think
that everyone was happy that we could actually see each other in person and not just through a
screen. We all enjoyed break time, as we could have some face to face chats and non-physical games,
due to the guidelines. We all loved seeing our teachers and also that we wouldn’t have to worry if we
couldn’t join a virtual meeting because our internet was playing up! Luckily, everyone could enjoy a
delicious hot lunch made by Craig and his team, as well as having food at breakfast club, which we
LOVE! Many of us have been joining some of the school clubs which take place before or after school.
There is a range of clubs to join. We are very happy to be getting back into our PE lessons, as we can
get some exercise into our routine. All in all, we have had a lovely time back at school.
By Ella G & Evie S
Feeling Happy Hub
If you’re feeling blue or sad, here are some great ideas that you might like to try.
1. Spend less time on the screen, this will help you focus more on chatting with your friends and
family.
2. Go on a walk and get some fresh air. If you’re feeling anxious, going outside and focusing on
something else often helps to take your mind off of things.
3. Do some yoga or meditation (some lavender oil is recommended for this).
By Pippa K
Jokes to cheer you up
I have an eye of a tiger, a heart of a lion, and a lifetime ban from the zoo.
Pretend you’re in a jungle. What do you do if a tiger is chasing you and catching up with you? Stop
pretending!
By Olivia L and Niamh B
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LITTLE NIC’S NEWS
Fun animal facts of the week!
This week’s ‘Fun Animal Facts’ are...
1. The sea slug! I know a sea slug may be boring and disgusting, but Japanese marine biologists have
found out that some types of sea slugs may grow back organs and sometimes heads if they lose
them! I know... it’s CRAZY but it’s true!
2. The turritopsis dohrnii (which is a type of jellyfish) is IMMORTAL! I know this may seem fake, but I
promise you it isn’t. Marine biologists have carried out tests and found out that this species of jellyfish
is now known to be immortal.
3. This one may not be as interesting as the others, but my third fact is that bats are known to eat
around 1000 insects in only one hour! This has been recorded by a zoologist who watched silently for
an hour watching the bat eating over 1000 insects!
By Charlie S
Comic Strip
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Chief Editor Miss Perez with Assistants Olivia C and Max L

By Olivia C as the Creator
and Assistant Haydn P

MENTAL HEALTH AND WELL BEING

DATES FOR THE DIARY
Please see below useful dates for your diary for the first few weeks of the
new term:
•

19th April - Summer term commences for all pupils

•

19th - 23rd April - Year 6, 7 and 8 exam week

•

29th April - DTP and Meningitis ACWY Year 9

•

3rd May - Bank Holiday Monday
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